Ho! For the Campaign!

During the months of September and October I want every Appeal comrade to join the Bundle Brigade, because we have the cost of production down to practically the price of white paper and postage and have made rates for the first time on September and October which should appeal to you. We can double the circulation of the Appeal between now and the election without any group of comrades. Take this matter up as individual and collective activity. Address 10, 20, 30, or just as many copies as you can handle each week from now until the November election. Orders sent in on the blank below will be started the first week in September and end the week before the election. Cut out and return at once the blank below.

Job for the Unemployed.

Every jobless man should go to work for the Appeal and Socialism. See special offer in this issue.

The Democratic Injunction Plank.

By Eugene V. Debs, Candidate for President.

I


eed you to understand that the slogan of the adopted Democratic injunction plank of the Democratic party, I have to say, is a declaration of war on both labor and the poor, without the study of an amendment to it from condemnation.

Democratic politicians are, without a doubt, the worst enemies of the people. They have only one object in view; to catch labor votes and order us for other purposes.

The so-called injunction, as adapted at Denver, when analyzed, is found to be a means of pressure, and that the Democratic party, as a whole, is controlled by Mr. Governors, Wisconsin, states.

During my campaign with organized labor, I met injunction issues against me by the courts from the Atlantic to the Pacific, but since then it has been rarely heard any anti-labor injunction aside from this one. I now therefore, to free the people of all suspicion, call a meeting to denounce the state of things that exist.

The situation is one of the most effective ways the capitalist class has in keeping the working class in politics, and it has no more intention of reorganizing the rapid tax instruments, or of serving it for the first time to the states of the outmoded and established class.

The labor injunction is one of the best policies of capitalism. It is the best time to start the campaign for the Appeal and Socialism. We will do this. The Democratic party has turned to gold bricks the state and that is the only change it has undergone.

The American Federation of Labor declared on July 26th its opposition to the Democratic party, and the labor movement will be better served.

The Capitalist Wage Fund.

Vigorous effort and determination to meet the needs of the people should be made in the work of the Appeal and Socialism. We will do this. The Democratic party has turned to gold bricks the state and that is the only change it has undergone.

Note: The text contains a mix of historical and political content, discussing the role of the Democratic party and its policies, particularly regarding the labor movement and the use of injunctions.

For more information and resources on the Appeal and Socialism, please see the official website or contact the organization directly.
HOW IT GROWS!

Tent Week in July, 1908

The Tenth week in July is always a period of special interest. It is the time when the harvest is well advanced, and the months of hard labor are beginning to show their fruits. The fields are crowded with farmers, and the air is filled with the sound of mowers and scythes. The harvest is the turning point of the year, and the farmers are busy preparing their crops for the market.

The market is also the place where the farmers can sell their crops. The prices of the crops are determined by the supply and demand, and the farmers are trying to get the best price for their crops. The farmers are also trying to save money on the expenses of the harvest, and they are using the money they save to pay off their debts.

In the meantime, the farmers are trying to plan for the future. They are thinking about how they can improve their farms, and they are trying to find ways to save money. They are also thinking about how they can get more crops, and they are trying to find ways to increase the supply of the crops.

The harvest is a time of hard work, but it is also a time of great fulfillment. The farmers are proud of their work, and they are grateful for the opportunities that the market provides. The harvest is a time of hope and promise, and it is a time of hard work and determination. The farmers are working hard to make the most of the harvest, and they are looking forward to a bright future.